Learn to be more responsive and adaptable without a big revolution or reorganization.

Want to get organized? Achieve greater agility?

Lean Kanban University brings you The Alternative Path to Agility, a series of 1-day and 2-day certified Kanban training classes presenting the best techniques proven in thousands of organizations worldwide.

Already using Kanban? You can take it farther. Many participants extend their current Kanban initiatives for greater results.

THE ALTERNATIVE PATH TO AGILITY COURSE SERIES

» 1-day Team Kanban Practitioner -or- Introduction to Kanban (Introductory)

» 2-day Kanban System Design -or- Kanban for IT / Operations (KMP Foundation I)

» 2-day Kanban Management Professional (KMP Foundation II)

» Choose an individual class or take the whole series in a 5-day sequence.

Public or private class options available. Contact sales@leankanban.com for details.

CLASSES AND CREDENTIALS

TEAM KANBAN PRACTITIONER

Want greater visibility and collaboration? Team Kanban Practitioner is a great place to start. Learn how to build a team Kanban task board in this 1-day introduction. Earn the Team Kanban Practitioner (TKP) credential.

KANBAN MANAGEMENT PROFESSIONAL

Want to be faster, more predictable, and more responsive? Build and operate a full Kanban system when you take Kanban System Design and Kanban Management Professional. Earn the Kanban Management Professional (KMP) credential when you take both KMP Foundation level courses.

COMPLETE IMMERSION

Want a complete immersion in the Kanban Method? Take the Alternative Path to Agility complete 5-day course series.

Go to edu.leankanban.com to find a class or request a class in your area.

edu.leankanban.com | @LeanKanbanU info@leankanban.com

The Alternative Path to Agility
The Alternative Path to Agility course series

team kanban practitioner

Team Kanban Practitioner (1 day class)
Type: Introductory

“My team is overwhelmed. How can we use Kanban to help us get our work under control?”

Learn the basics of the Kanban Method. Design and implement a Team Kanban task board. Learn visualization of different types of work and associated risk.

The class qualifies for the Team Kanban Practitioner (TKP) credential.

Also available
Introduction to Kanban (1 day class)
Type: Introductory

kanban system design

Kanban System Design (2 day class)
Type: KMP Foundation I

“I want to know how to get started with Kanban or how to greatly improve the Kanban system I have now.”

Learn the Kanban Method and the concepts of flow, pull, and collaborative improvement.

The class includes a Kanban simulation as well as interactive exercises to design an actual Kanban system.

Also available
Kanban System Design for IT/Operations (2 day class)
Type: KMP Foundation I

kanban management professional

Kanban Management Professional (2 day class)
Type: KMP Foundation II

“What is the best way to manage my Kanban system day to day?”

This class focuses on the rollout and daily operation of a Kanban system. It shows how to manage and evolve a Kanban initiative over time without trauma. Learn how to improve agility with asymmetrical commitment and cadences. The class also covers recommended meetings, handling metrics, and setting policy.

Take KMP Foundation I and II to qualify for the Kanban Management Professional (KMP) designation.